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CSI 2012

Horse of the Year
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*C-C SkyBlue Dun Legacy
2012 CRAZY DAZE SUMMER SERIES
June 1st Place Driven Dressage
Whip Linda VavRosky

*Mighty Quinn
2012 CSI/USDF ALL BREEDS AWARDS
CHAMPION • AA First Level
Rider Stefanie Rossetti • Median Score 64.516
2012 CSI HORSE OF THE YEAR RESERVE
CHAMPION • AA First Level Dressage
Median score 66.191

*DCC Traveler
2012 CSI HORSE OF THE YEAR
COMBINED TRAINING CHAMPION
Open Novice • Rider Liz Mattke

*Dances In Cahoots
2012 CSI/USDF ALL BREEDS AWARD CHAMPION
AA Training Level Dressage • Rider Melissa Harlinski • Median Score 67.600
2012 CSI HORSE OF THE YEAR
AA Training Level Dressage • Median Score 70.470
2012 CSI FUTURITY GRAND CHAMPION
Median Score 70.470
2012 CSI CRAZY DAZE SUMMER SERIES
AA June/August 1st Place Training Level Dressage • August 1st Place First Level Dressage
2012 CSI CDSS GRAND CHAMPION
AA Training Level Dressage
Photo by Claudia Weeks

*Spar Trek 2012
CSI/USDF ALL BREEDS AWARDS CHAMPION
AA Fourth Level Dressage
Rider Lynda McNeely • Median Score 61.375

*Spar Larka
2012 CSI/USDF ALL BREEDS AWARD RESERVE
CHAMPION • AA First Level Dressage
Rider Jenny Feuquay • Median Score 64.138
2012 CSI HORSE OF THE YEAR CHAMPION
AA First Level Dressage • Median Score 66.240

*TO Mi Shadow’s Black Diamond
2012 CSI HORSE OF THE YEAR
Open Second Level Dressage
Florence Martin Owner • Annie Baird Rider
Median Score 66.929
2012 CRAZY DAZE SUMMER SERIES
GRAND CHAMPION
Open Second Level Dressage

CSI
B R O C H U R E S�
Now ready! Please
contact the CSI ofﬁce
to ﬁnd out how to get
brochures shipped to
you for expos/etc. CSI
is offering brochures
at very low or no
cost of 2013. csi@
curlysporthorse.com

CALENDARS
CSI 2013 Calendars
are NOW available !!!!
Visit Café Press for
more information http://
www.cafepress.com/

From the Director
Can you believe you are almost through another year? As the year comes to an end,
we often start thinking about our former and future goals. As director, I met goals for
CSI and on a more personal level in 2012. Working with other CSI members that
drive, I gained enough conﬁdence to live my dream of competing in Driven Dressage
and also a Combined Driving Event. Our newsletter article on “The Making of a HOY”
shows a ﬁne example of the making of goals and ﬁnding a way to meet our goals, and
succeed! Many of us live in areas that lack good trainers, good instructors and a good
supply of shows to compete at...but CSI member still make it happen. One CSI member
commented that CSI felt like a family. I think that is a ﬁne way to put it! CSI members are
like the best family members, there to support your victories and your defeats..support
and encourage, regardless of the results. Winter can be a bit boring for both horses
and riders, check out our article on conditioning the driving horse. Though written for
drivers, this also applies to any ridden horse and has alot of good information. So, sit
back, grab a moment and share in the fun of CSI.

Linda VavRosky

curlysporthorseinternational

What Has CSI Been Up To?
2012 was a fantastic year for CSI. Early in the year saw CSI getting noticed in the USDF
Connection. An article about riders dealing with horses and allergies had info regarding our
precious curlies and CSI. CSI also wrote an article for Equitrekking, and partial articles in
Horse Illustrated. The First annual “Crazy Daze Summer Series” competition was held, and
due to more interest, next year has been expanded! The ﬁrst Promotional video for CSI was
created and posted on YouTube. Registry news was posted on the CSI website, FB and our
CSI blog. The CSI glossy brochure was created, and is NOW available to members, at either
no or very low cost (postage). Members did a spectacular job in providing photos this year!!!!
Members are expanding their efforts and showing in record numbers. We saw a good increase
in membership, some securing lifetime memberships! That shows that CSI is the registry that
is moving forward…..and folks ARE taking notice. CSI had a record number of participants
in the USDF All Breeds Awards, and more participation in the popular CSI “Horse of the
Year.” Members out there showing horses greatly increased, as per our growing list of “Who is
showing Who”…..it is exciting to see a growing organization!
A peek at our 2013 plans - CSI will be creating a “Stallions of CSI” video in 2013. This project
(probably mid to late summer) will feature the Stallions of CSI and will be produced and
uploaded to YouTube. We have a fun coloring contest for the kids, slated to start after the busy
Holiday season, and of course, our award programs. IF you have something you want to see
in the newsletter, questions or comments, please contact Linda at csi@curlysporthorse.org. I
welcome comments, ideas, volunteers, this is YOUR registry and participation is encouraged
and appreciated.

Indoor Etiquette
By Katrina Villemaire. Published with permission from New Hampshire Dressage & Combined
Training Association (www.snhdcta.org).
Winter is coming! For some of us this will mean moving our equine friends to an indoor arena.
This can lead to some tension when riders who have been spread out all summer are now
limited to one riding space. Below are some tried and true rules to make sure that your indoor
riding experiences are pleasant for you and your fellow boarders.
• When entering an indoor arena always yell “door!” This will give the people inside who
can’t see you a heads up that you are coming in, and they can prepare their horses so
they don’t get startled.
• When passing another horse while in the arena, pass left shoulder to left shoulder.
Think about cars passing on the road, it’s just like that. Look up, look around and know
what’s going on.
When changing direction call out where you are going to avoid a “pile up” (i.e., diagonal, or quarter line). This is not as crucial with a small number of people but when
riding in a large group it is helpful.
• Don’t ride up another horse’s behind and don’t cut another rider off. Passing too closely is also frowned upon.
• If you are riding your horse at the walk yield the rail to riders going faster than you.
• If you are going to jump in the arena with other people it is courteous to check with
the other riders to make sure that it won’t be disruptive. The jump should be set in a
place so as not to disturb other riders. This is usually why you can ﬁnd riders of the
same discipline at the same barn. A dressage rider might get a tad upset if they are
constantly practicing their test elements around a jump course and vice versa. This
leads to my next point.
• If you take out a jump or jumps it is your responsibility to put them back where they
came from. That goes for your cavaletti and trot poles too DQ’s!
• If your horse is acting up it may be time to remove him from the situation so as not
to put any other rider in danger. I know some of you are saying that getting off might
perpetuate the problem but safety is ﬁrst. Should you be in the arena with other conﬁdent riders you can ask them if they would not mind you staying and working on the
problem. However if you are in the ring with a group of walk trotters working on steering they might not handle your horses “airs above the ground” as well.
• If your horse is prone to kicking tell your fellow riders. It is your responsibility to warn
others about your horse’s personal space issues. What they choose to do with that
information is in their hands but at least they have been alerted. This does not mean
that once you put it out there you are free and clear; you still need to put your horse in
situations so as not to poke his or her personal bubble.
• It is not wise to lunge your horse in a crowded arena. It takes up a lot of space and
your horse can do any number of things at the end of that line. Double check with your
barn mates that this isn’t going to cause a problem. Most barns have their own rule
regarding this so abide by that one ﬁrst!
Following these simple guidelines will help make the winter months ﬂy by. It will also make you
the boarder that everyone enjoys riding with, not the one they all try to avoid!
•

TIMELY TIP
Check out your local
engraving shop for a
cost effective place
to get halter plates,
bridle tags and other
“custom made” gear.
You can also change
that brown bridle
that ﬁts like a dream,
to black with Black
Leather Dye. Check
your local shoe repair
shop for supplies and
instructions.

Conditioning the Driving Horse
This article was written by Northwest driver/trainer Nancy Van Deen.
As the winter weather clears, carriages are dusted off and horses are clipped, people are asking ‘‘what can I do to get my
horse ﬁt for the summer.’’ As we start our horses back from their winter off, it’s important to remember the three systems which
need to be addressed in conditioning the horse; cardiovascular (heart, lungs), digestive and skeletal (bones, muscles, tendons
and ligaments). These systems must be monitored and dealt with individually.
The Skeletal System Horses have all of their muscles above the hocks and knees. These muscles, using tendons attached
to bones by ligaments, work the legs and propel the horse forward. This entire system needs to be strengthened in a balanced
way, without one part becoming stronger than another. If strength in the parts of the system develops out of balance, the
weaker parts can easily suffer damage. If the muscles are stronger than the tendons, the tendon ﬁbers may rip. If the tendons
are too strong for the muscles, the horse can risk tearing muscles and may develop stiﬂe, elbow, back and/or hock injuries. If
the ligaments are not strong enough to hold the tendons to the bone, they may tear away from the bone. If the bones are not
dense enough to support the strength of the muscles, tendons and ligaments, they may chip and/or twist. This is only a small
sampling of damage which can result from improper conditioning of the skeletal system!
Conversely, without stress, muscles, tendons, ligaments and bone won’t get stronger. To increase in strength, all parts must
be stressed equally, without incurring injury. If you support the legs (tendons and ligaments) with boots or bandages, you will
build the muscles of the upper body stronger than the tendons and ligaments. This causes an imbalance in the strengthening
of the system, and the chance of injury is multiplied. If a horse is conditioned on a treadmill, the same problem occurs with
the bones. There is reduced strength building bone concussion, and when the animal is returned to regular work, the bones
will not be as able to support the added strength of the muscles, tendons and ligaments, and may fail. There is no short cut for
getting a horse in shape. All parts of the horse get stronger from the work they perform. It takes years to get an animal completely ﬁt. You gain a little in ﬁtness each year, even with time off for the horse to heal and repair any damage done during the
previous season. A general rule of conditioning: Muscles, tendons, ligaments and bone will continue to strengthen for about
48 hours after stress. Beyond that time period, unless conditioning continues, the system components will start to degenerate
until they are back to their original level of conditioning. This is why consistent and progressive work is so important. In giving
your horse time off from his scheduled conditioning, you are allowing the skeletal system to lose the strength and ﬁtness only
just recently gained.
The Heart and Lungs As we work on the skeletal system of the horse, we must also be aware of the heart and lungs, whose
general conditioning is fairly straight-forward. The heart and lungs are a unit universally watched, as pulse rate and respirations-per-minute are measures commonly used to gauge the level of athletic conditioning. If you’ve been conditioning your
horse’s body at a steady rate, the heart and lungs will be improving at a comparable rate. The heart and respiratory system are
also a good indicator of the rate of the skeletal system’s progressive conditioning. You should try not to condition the heart
and lungs more than the body. This means, don’t get your horse’s heart, lungs and skeletal system ﬁtter than the digestive
system can support. If this occurs, the horse is generally referred to as being over-conditioned. The body starts to feed on its
own muscles because it cannot consume enough energy to support the level of work being required. Common symptoms
for over-conditioning are; the ‘‘greyhound look,’’ loss of appetite, inability to relax, tension and/or lack of focus. If this level of
conditioning is reached, you can do nothing but give your horse time off to let the body rest and heal.
The Digestive Tract The digestive tract is usually over-looked in conditioning programs, and is easily the most vital link between the other systems being conditioned. Without conditioning comparable to that of the skeletal and heart/lung systems,
the digestive tract of the horse will be susceptible to stress colic, loss of ﬂuids, ulcers, and lack the ability to digest enough food
to feed the increased physical demands of the conditioning horse. When this occurs, general system failure is the result. Good
gut health is vital to keep the other systems fed and able to work. A horse who goes off his feed, or gets a loose stool while
working, will only lose condition, as the body will not be able to get or retain enough necessary nutrients to sustain support
and repair functions. The working horse needs to be fed lots of roughage, appropriate supplements and little grain. The more
hay you can encourage him to eat, the better. Working horses cannot be over-fed, but they can be miss-fed. Keep good hay
in front of him, using grain to increase his appetite. Your horse needs to consume as much water as possible. Water is vital to

Conditioning the Driving Horse
every system and a horse cannot perform to the limit of his physical ability without it. Feed supplemental electrolytes and salt.
Keep sugars to a minimum in the diet. They are not productive to the gut health of a horse, and can actually cause problems
with nutrient balance and absorption.
The Plan Research has found a horse cannot be worked forever without becoming over-conditioned. A horse’s condition
peaks between 200 and 230 days after the start of conditioning. After 250 days, most horses will be over-conditioned and will
start a downward spiral. When to start your conditioning program must be determined by your driving event calendar. Check
the date of your last competition of the coming season and count back 240 days. This is when you want to bring your horse
in to start work. A good working program, for a horse coming off winter lay-up, is to start with 20 minutes of work every other
day, adding 5 min per week to each work session, working the horse just to a sweat. It is very important not to over-do. If your
horse suffers an injury during the conditioning program, the time needed for your horse to heal will haunt you for the rest of the
competitive season. A horse must have 60 days of good solid work for the muscles and ligaments to gather sufﬁcient strength
to avoid being torn. This does not mean your horse is close to being ﬁt, but he’s at a point where the injury risks are reduced.
After 60 days of steady conditioning, you can start pushing your horse a little. Try not to give your horse more than two days
off in a row. If you do, the work you’ve done will have already started to degenerate, and you will have gained nothing in ﬁtness
and condition. Don’t put your horse into competition until he has been in a conditioning program for 90 days. This will ensure
your horse is reasonably ﬁt enough for the task.
Being Wise Horses get sore and tired, just like people do. Just because you know how to do a sit-up doesn’t mean you can
do 200 of them starting today. If you work hard, you might be able to do 200 sit-ups after a lot of steady work. Your horse is
the same. Pushing your horse beyond what he can physically give you will only discourage him from wanting to come out
and work again the next day. Give your horse every chance you can. Get his teeth ﬂoated and make sure his worming and
immunizations are up to date. Care, condition and feed him for a successful driving season, and enjoy the results!

Who is Showing Who
THANK YOU to all our CSI members out there showing and promoting our treasured curly sport horses!

Stefanie Rossetti and *Mighty Quinn • First Level Dressage
Melissa Harlinski and *Dances in Cahoots • TL and First Level Dressage
Jenny Feuquay and *Spar Larka • First Level Dressage
Norma McDonald and *Floralake Mi Ebony Gryphon • First Level Dressage • Annie Baird Rider
Florence Martin and *TO MI Shadow’s Black Diamond (Ozzie) • Second Level Dressage • Rider Annie Baird
Linda VavRosky and *C-C SkyBlue Dun Legacy • Training Level Driven Dresssage and TL Combined Driving Event
Liz Mattke and *DCC Traveler • Open/ Novice Combine Training
Liz and *Timbuktu • Combined Training and In Hand Hunter
Lynda McNeely and *Spar Trek • Fourth Level dressage
Lydia Robinson and *Mandela • TL dressage
Shawn Winters and *His Royal Highness Henri • Sport Horse In Hand
Alene McCoy and *Rock Robin Summer Trouble • Intro and TL Dressage
Kendahl D’Uva and *RRR Black Rose- 4H, English rail classes
Shelly White and *Icon and *She’s a Magic Charm • EXPO
Lesly Goetz and *Xqwisit Dr McDreamy (aka Mac) and *Xqwisit Dumahote (aka Ahote) • Expos, and First Level Dressage
Diane Chatman and Mysteries of the Sahara • In Hand
Heather Smith Showed *Haldor and *Xandra • Breed Demo at Puyallup Western WA Fair

CONTEST
CSI will be holding
a NEW contest in
January 2013! This
contest is a coloring
contest for the kids!
Fantastic prizes will
be awarded, and
ALL kids can enter.
Please stay tuned for
more details. Details
will be announced via
emails to members,
the CSI Facebook
page and the CSI
website.

The Making Of A

Horse of the Year
*DCC Traveler’s Journey from the Pasture to the Show Ring

*DCC Traveler is a well-known American Bashkir Curly Sport horse Stallion successfully
competing at the USEA Recognized level in 3-Day Eventing, one of the most difﬁcult and
demanding equestrian sports. In a sport dominated by “tall, dark and handsome” horses,
Traveler truly stands out as a one-of-a-kind horse with his wild, curly mane and no-nonsense
attitude. He is currently competing in the Area VII events and standing at stud at Traveling
Moon Ranch.
Traveler won the CSI “2011 Horse of the Year” for Combined Training in the Novice division.
He also received the 2011 American Bashkir Curly Registry National Performance Horse
award and National Versatility Horse award. In addition, Traveler qualiﬁed for the USEA Open
Championships and competed against the “best of the best” in the fall. But before we reached
this level of competition, Traveler and I had our work cut out for us.
We purchased Traveler when he was 8 years old and had only been used as a pasture breeding
stallion, with very little training and handling. In four years he went from a screaming, snorting
stallion to an accomplished, calm and focused athlete. Through hard work, consistency and
excellent help from trainers, Traveler is one the rare horses who has been able to handle the
mental and physical stress of competition, successfully, so late in his career. Not only he is
able to master one sport – but Traveler has also competed in Endurance racing and is a great
trail horse.
My journey with Traveler has taught me more about myself and has forced me to become a
better rider, have better horsemanship skills and slowly I have developed more conﬁdence
than I ever would have achieved by owning any other horse. The ﬁrst time I laid eyes on
Traveler, I knew I wanted him. His majestic appearance and kind eyes struck a chord deep
within me. And I was able to see slivers of potential that remained hidden under his “stallionposturing” exterior.
With the help of trainers and clinicians, through tears and triumphs, and consistent handling,
Traveler has evolved from pasture stallion to a national performance horse. He is my best
friend, my teacher and quite possibly my equestrian “soul mate”.

HOY CHANGES
There will be some changes in the CSI “Horse of the Year” requirements for the award. As of 2013 all
scores received at First Level or above must be from rated shows. Schooling shows are still allowed
at Intro and Training Level AND also allowed in the 2013 Crazy Daze Summer Series competition.

DK FREEDOM DRESSAGE SADDLE FOR SALE
Black, size 17, made in 2004. Medium to medium wide tree which can
be adjusted. Very comfortable, one owner and in good condition. $2750.
Luann Urban: 541-643-5727 or llurban@msn.com

IT IS TIME
to
renew
your
membership!
CSI
memberships are all
due January 1, 2013,
so don’t delay and
renew now!

C O N T AC T�
INFORMATION
CHANGED?

*CNC Joeseph King of Dreams, 1998, 15.1hh Curly/Arabian
gelding. Nicely trained, sensitive horse, will excel in dressage
- light and forward, requires exp. rider. Ready to show training
level. $4000.00. www.curlystandardplace.com

Curly Standard Place proudly offers 2 stallions:
*Sandman’s Magic, homozygous for curls, proven
Sporthorse Stallion & *BCF Icon, exciting young
Sporthorse Stallion. Live cover, AI & frozen service to
EU and Australia. www.curlystandardplace.com

Cedar
Creek
Transport. Jeff Geisler
has hauled for the
Curly Horse Rescue.
Jeff
has
shown
exceptional quality and
a kind hand in handling
horses and humans.
This ad is courtesy of
Curly Horse Rescue.
Contact Jeff to haul
your next horse! (503)
679-5167.

If you have moved/
changed phone or
email, please contact
the CSI ofﬁce so we
can update you in the
database! We like
to keep our records
current, in case we
need to reach you.

*2013

2013

